HathiTrust Research Center Tools and Services
Ryan Dubnicek, Digital Humanities Specialist, HathiTrust Research Center

This webinar will introduce attendees to the HathiTrust Research Center’s tools and services for utilizing the massive HathiTrust Digital Library for computational text analysis. The HTRC leverages the scope and scale of the HathiTrust corpus to allow researchers the opportunity to perform text data mining. Topics that will be covered include:

- How the HTRC makes HathiTrust volumes available for text mining.
- How to identify relevant volumes and build worksets (collections) of content for analysis.
- How to use HTRC off-the-shelf tools for text analysis and visualization.
- How to access HathiTrust data and metadata via provided APIs, request procedures, and open datasets.

Thursday, September 10, 2020, 2:00 pm (EST)
Everyone is welcomed to attend!

Register in advance: https://rutgers.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJwsfuutqj4qGdV8ZCE1eiEv8DRCHm8amw6D
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting.
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